
* Bulk discount rates are only available for bookings of multiple shows at the same
location on the same day OR for multiple shows at the same location across
consecutive days, in situations where our puppet theatre is able to remain set up for
duration of the booking. Examples include 2 shows in one day at a childcare centre or 1
show a day on Tuesday & Wednesday at a kindy.

Puppet Show (Private Event)
There's no cap on audience numbers and we don't charge per head, so audience
numbers vs number of shows is your call based on programming format and the
space available. 

1 show, 2 puppeteers - $475
2 shows, 2 puppeteers - $850 ($425/show)*
3 shows, 2 puppeteers - $1200 ($400/show)*
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Puppetry Performance Workshop (45 mins or 1 hour)
Maximum 25 participants

1 workshop, 2 puppeteers - $600
2 workshops, 2 puppeteers - $1100 ($550/workshop)*
3 workshops, 2 puppeteers - $1500 ($500/workshop)*

* Bulk discount rates are only available for bookings of multiple shows at the same
location on the same day OR for multiple shows at the same location across
consecutive days, in situations where our puppet theatre is able to remain set up
for duration of the booking. Examples include 3 story time shows in one day at a
library or 1 workshop a day on both Tuesday & Wednesday at a vacation care.

Puppet Show (Public Event)
There's no cap on audience numbers and we don't charge per head, so audience
numbers vs number of shows is your call based on programming format and the
space available. 

1 show, 2 puppeteers - $525
2 shows, 2 puppeteers - $950 ($475/show)*
3 shows, 2 puppeteers - $1275 ($425/show)*



You will need to provide us with a minimum 3m x 3m performance space
PLUS space in front for your audience. We need a height of at least 2m.
If you are hosting a workshop, you will also need to provide additional space
for participants to spread out and practice.
For audience and performer health and safety, we place a red line 2m in
front of our puppet theatre.
See our 'How To Set Up For A Larrikin Puppets Performance' tip sheet for
more info.

Space requirements for a Larrikin Puppets performance:

EARLY CHILDHOOD, CHILDCARE &
KINDY 
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For any performances over 2 1/2 hours and under 3 1/2 hours drive from our base on
Bribie Island, a regional surcharge of $50 is added.
For any performances over 3 1/2 hours drive from our base on Bribie Island, a regional
surcharge of $50 is added plus a fuel charge plus 1-2 night's accommodation is required.
For performances over 5 hours drive from our base on Bribie Island, a regional surcharge
of $50 is added plus a fuel charge plus stopover accommodation at least every four hours.
For health and safety reasons, we do not drive more than 4 hours in one day.
For any performance over 15 hours drive from our base on Bribie Island, flights, excess
luggage fees, accommodation, compatible PA speakers and access to a hire van are
required.
We do not charge for time spent on the road/flying nor time spent at stopover locations.
We do not charge for meals.

Regional Surcharges:
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